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Another tuition increase proposed by Krueger
$642,000 budget shortfall will force WSU to make cuts across the board if tuition is not increased
By JENN NEUSER
Assistant news editor

A discussion session was held on Tuesday, December 7, concerning the
funds lost due to the allocation of credit hours and the enrollment numbers
at Winona State University.
Dennis Martin, director of Institutional Research, has done research
which has shown that the credit hours allocated to WSU exceeds the number
of estimated enrolled credit hours.
WSU is now looking at a $642,000 debt, due to this excessive allocation.
This discussion session was held to try and find solutions to this growing
problem.
One of these solutions, brought up by President Darrell Krueger, is a
possible tuition increase.

Extra!
Extra!

Mankato State University experienced the same crisis recently. It is
looking at a shortfall of $4.3 million. The university has reduced this to $2.1
million by layoffs, position freezes, and a 3 percent reduction of supplies used
on campus.
MSU has come up with a variety of possible solutions to see if costs can be
cut without losing the quality of the institution, such as recruitment to help
with the decline in the enrollment and review of classes.
Terrence MacTaggart, State University System chancellor, said that "all of
the institutions are giving a little to make up for (MSU's) shortfall. The
argument for that is that MSU has had to do the same in the past."
WSU is next on this chain of shortfalls. With the loss in enrollment due to
numerous reasons, Winona State will still need 1,700 credit hours to meet its
allocation goals by the end of spring quarter, 1994.
According to President Darrell Krueger, "it is an issue of quality". Krueger

Another Jordan gone!

believes that if class size is kept down then students will get the quality of
education they deserve.
This presents a problem with the students. One of the reasons that there
is a loss in enrollment is that many students do not get into the classes they
need, which, in turn, lessens their chances of graduating in four years. Krista
Roemer, public relations chair on student senate, is frustrated by the fact that
some courses are only offered once a year. The chances of getting that course
before the student's intended graduation date are slight.
The session brought about suggestions such as finding out students'
needs prior to registration. This would eliminate the problem of not enough
sections for required courses if the amount of enrollment is known before-

See tuition increase, page 6

Editors leave
Campus Life to

•••

New paper to cover
campus and community
events

start new paper

By RANDAL McDOWELL
By, AMY STERNIG

News Editor

News Reporter

Very soon the Winona community and its three institutions of
higher learning will have an additional voice. This new voice will call
itself The Independent. The Independent will be a newspaper founded
by five former student writers and
editors of WSU's classroom lab
newspaper Campus Life.
All five include former editors
Dan Spano, Alex Lloyd, and Jason
Hombach along with former writers Jonathen Maze and Kurt Grunert.
Also helping will be former Advertising Manager Elisa McGuire and
former Publisher and Mass Communications Professor John Vivian.
All seven have invested nearly
$200.00 and hope to run the new
newspaper much like a corporation
with all having an equal voice in
both style and content of the newspaper.
Maze, who will serve as assistant
managing editor of The Independent
is excited about such a project and
hopes that this will improve himself
as a writer and the Winona Community.
"Things are going pretty good
right now, but things are going to be
great. This newspaper will serve as
an independent tool for its writers
without the control of faculty or administration," said maze.
Maze was also excited about
working directly with John Vivian

For the second time this year
Winona State University's Campus
life newspaper finds itself in the
midst of a major internal sta ffchange.
This time, as a result of Former
Campus Life publisher John Vivian's
announcement late last month that
he would be establishing his own
newspaper, came the resignations
of Alisa McGuire, advertising manager, and editors Alex Lloyd and
Jason Hombach.
As a result of these resignations,
current publisher Cindy Killion has
replaced the vacant positions and
established a new format and style
for the publication.
Formerly, the editor positions
were paid. Now, there are only
three paid positions at the paper.
Killion also said that she feels
that this staff will work out better.
"I have a staff that I can work
with now. In my opinion, the former
staff had no respect for me," Killion
said.
Some have said that Campus Life
and The Independent will be in competition. Killion feels differently. In
fact, she does not see it as a threat to
Campus Life in any way.
'The Independent will try to

make it a competition. I will not play
that game. My interest is in the students," Killion said.
The issue ha sbeen raised that what
the former editors did was both unethical and unprofessional. Vivian
disagrees.
'The students are free to work
with whom they want. They gave
their two week notice, just as they
would have in any other job," Vivian
said.
Vivian went on to say that manyof
the editors felt that they were being
fired, instead of resigning. This was
due to the move Campus Life staff
took of locking them out of the files
just after receiving word that they
would be leaving.
"In fact, former Managing Editor
Dan Spano was the only one to officially resign, and that was before The
Independent was established. He was
taking a job with another paper,"
Vivian said.
The real question is, however, how
will this affect the students that are
involved in the Mass Communication program at Winona State?
Vivian does not feel that his teaching classes at the university is a con-

See Campus life, page 6

Student copes
Four month search finally ends with alcoholism
See newspaper , page 3

Donald Jordan in action last year against
a six game suspension. See the related sports
Southwest State University. Jordan walked off story on page 13.
the WSU basketball team after refusing to serve

Quad residence hall receives new director, appoints U.of Milwaukee grad to position
By BRYANT SCOTT

approachability," Dilley said in a lax interview.
According to Dilley, deMontmollin has also had some very valuable
Managing Editor
experience in dealing with a diverse student population in his current
position as tower manager and security supervisor at the University of
After a four month search, John Ferden, Winona State's director of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
housing, has recently filled a crucial housing vacancy with the hiring of John
Wisconsin-Milwaukee has a student population of 20,000 and is an urban
James deMontmollin for the position of hall director in the Quad residence community, which is a sharp contrast to the Winona community.
"With him coming from an totally different environment, he'll a different
hall.
Ferden has pursuing a fulltime director for the past quarter and has philosophy of doing things then were used to here...and this will be a
refreshing change," Dilley said in alluding to deMontmollin's experience at
found deMontmollin, whom he feels is an excellent person for the job.
Ferden said deMontmollin easily met the criteria that was established by a larger university that set in urban area.
the university for the hall director position, but he also added that
deMontmollin, who is studying for final's at this time, had this to say
deMontmollin faced some pretty stiff competition in the other two candi- about coming from a large metropolis in Milwaukee.
He said the big difference in his present position as tower manager
dates.
"The thing that set John (deMontmollin) apart from the rest of the (similar to the hall director position) and that of Winona's is that he will have
candidates was the fact that he was an excellent scholar," Ferden said. "He more "freedom to implement his style of leadership" in the Quad in comparihas maintained a 3.9 C.P.A. while pursuing a Masters of Science degree in son UWM.
"I envision having an open door policy for the residents, and a plan to have
education from the university of Wisconsin-Milwaukee."
In addition, Ferden said he was impressed with his enthusiasm and people of different backgrounds involved in activities through social, educational, and wellness functions," deMontmollin said in a telephone interview.
politeness when interviewing.
The 24-year-old deMontmollin, said he's looking forward to coming to
Jenn Dilley, a senior international studies major, was the temporary hall
director for last quarter and she was a member of the search committee that Winona and has a Bachelor of Science, with a major in elementary education
and a minor in natural science from the UWM.
interviewed deMontmollin.
In his resume, he wrote that he has been an advocate for abused women
She said that deMontmollin was extremely articulate and very well
polished when interviewing, but his professionalism was what she thought and has worked extensively with local 4H groups.
He officially starts Dec. 27, and his duties include overseeing residence
distinguished him from the other candidates.
"He (deMontmollin) will be dealing with students for an assortment of hall programming and upkeep of the building, in addition to carefully
reasons, and what appears to be his greatest asset is professionalism and facilitating resident retention.

ByDAVID SCHOBER
News Reporter

Jonathon Maze a senior journalism major at Winona State has come
clean after a battle with alcoholism.
Maze had been drinking since High
school and quit January 1,1991 after
he realized his drinking had become
a major problem.
Maze began drinking in high
school as many adolescents do, then
he began to drink more frequently
when he started college at St. Thomas in St. Paul.
"I drank quite a bit during high
school then I really got started when
I began attending college," Maze
said.
Maze entered Winona in the fall
of 1990 and continued his drinking;
during the fall of 1991 his drinking
increased significantly and blackouts became more frequent.
'The fall of 1991 was my downfall I began to drink every weekend
and atthat point I had become very
violent,"said Maze.
Hebegan fighting with his roommates on a regular basis.
Maze said,"at one point I had
fought with everyone of my room-

mates."
The turning point for Maze was
an incident that occurred during
Thanksgiving, though he does not
remember the specifics of the incident he remembers waking up in a
hospital bed with hand cuffs on
and a few scrapes and bruises.
"It seems we (Maze and a friend)
were in a fight and the cops showed
up when they came in we turned
on the police," said Maze.
Maze was charged with a minor
assault charge against one officer
and put on a years probation.
After this incident, he decided
to quit drinking on December 1,
1991. He began out patient treatment at Hiawatha Valley Mental
Health Center. This period was a
busy time in his life not only was
Maze in treatment, but he was also
working for the Winona Daily
News and the Winonan.
Maze does not attend Alcoholics Anonymous on a regular basis
because he feels his friends have
helped him through his problem.

See Feature, page 6
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News Briefs
Lifeguard training offered at WSU
Winona State will be offering a non-credit
training and re-training lifeguarding course
from Dec. 10-12 at the Memorial Hall pool.
The course fee is $45 for original training
and $30 for re-training.
For more info., visit Somsen Hall, Room 109.

Associate Professor interns abroad
Ajit Daniel, mass communications faculty at
WSU and general manager of campus radio
station KQAL, will undergo an internship at
the British Broadcasting Company World
Service News headquarters in London and the
Voice of America in Washington, D.C.
The internship will occur during winter
quarter of 1994-1995. Daniel hopes to use
the experience as part of his doctoral
dissertation through the Ph.D. program at the
Union Institute.

Experience Internet at WSU
The Academic Computing Services
department is holding an Internet Fair today
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Somsen, Room 207D.
The fair will give WSU students and staff a
hands-on introduction to the tools available to
access the Internet, a network that ties
together others around the world.
For more info., contact WSU Academic
Computing Services at 457-5545.
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State Shorts
Concordia College
Concordia's admission standards take an
unusual twist. They do not set cutoffs for
G.P.A. and test scores. The Vice President of
Admissions and Financial Aid, James
Hausmann, says they "aim to provide a
rigorous, challenging atmosphere for
students of varying ability levels."
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YOU'LL RECOGNIZE
THEIR NAME!

YOU'LL RECOGNIZE
THEIR NAME AND STYLES!

LADIES' BEST OF THE MALL

Mankato State University

COTTON-SILK

The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is trying to
change the stereotype of the word 'fraternity'
at MSU. They are on a "Quest", which will
track members and "prevent them from
falling through the cracks" during their
college years. It will require members to do
community service and attend seminars,
while still maintaining a C.P.A. of 2.7 - 4.0.

RUSSELL ATHLETIC
HEAVYWEIGHT FLEECE

Corrections and clarifications
* In the Nov. 3, 1993 issue, the "Vivian files
grievance" headline was premature. Vivian
was considering filing, but had not done so at
the time of this story.
*In the Nov. 10, 1993 issue, Dan Eastman,
director of the Residential College, was
quoted as saying, "I have absolutely no idea
what you are talking about." The reasoning
behind this was not published. Eastman had
been away that week and had not be
updated on the situation yet.
*The Winonan staff apologizes for any
inconvenience this may have caused*
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Recyclable Paper

e tnonan , 9 ' mona tate University s stu ent newspaper, is written, e ite manage., an inane
by and for the students of Winona State University. It is the only publication of its kind on the campus of Winona
State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining
money is provided through student activity fees. The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts
from letters written for publication. Deadline for all submissions is the Friday prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20
annually. Address all correspondance to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko commons, Winona,
MN, 55987; ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper in individual and as a whole by the
the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism including awards such as photography, news, variety, advertising design and layout. All submissions for awards are the sole work of students, free
from faculty/administrative exploitation.TheWinonan is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without
permission.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11
Beers on the Management While It Lasts!

WEEKLY SPECIALS :
1/4 Taps Sundays and Mondays for the

VIKINGS Or The PACKERS
TUES : Pitcher Specials
WED : Four For All You Can Drink
THURS : Coin Night
FRI : Shot Specials
DJs Appearing Wednesday through Saturday
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In the News...
By BRYANT SCOTT
Managing Editor
The trouble began about two
weeks ago for Ed Rollins, a longtime GOP political strategist.
Rollins, during a press conference,
nonchalantly incriminated himself
by stating he paid black Christian
clergyman $500,000 to discourage
their congregations from voting in
the gubernatorial race between
Whitman and Democratic incumbent, Jim Florio.
Christine Todd Whitman, governor-elect of New Jersey, is attempting to refocus media attention from the problems of her
troubled campaign, and redirect
the attention on the more visible
problems of her state.
Governor Whitman is desperately trying to vindicate herself of
any wrongdoing, or knowledge of
wrongdoing, on the part of her
campaign manager, Ed Rollins.
Well, it seems this would be
earth-shattering news — the media should have a field day with
such inherently sensational story.
But, the Rollins controversey was
outdone in coverage by the likes of
stories on the new U.S. aid package to Bosnia and human interest
stories on the tough months ahead
faced by Bosnian children with the

NOE PE NOE
SEM,,

Newspaper

New Jersey Governor's race

suppression tactics. She said thouensuing winter.
With the coverage it did receive, sands of black voters were informed
the headlines were something like that they were ineligible to vote in
this: "Ed Rollins, desperate political any elections, and, if caught voting
strategist acting solely of his own ac- illegally, would be prosecuted to the
cord, with no indication of a con- full extent of the law.
Even with these allegations pendcerted systematic effort by his party,
bribes black clergymen to suppress ing, Cunningham said former President Ronald
the black
Reagan and
vote."
the head of
RegretRegrettably, one reason this
hisJustice Detably, one
partment,
reason this
story didn't receive its due
headed by Ed
story didn't
coverage is because this is
Meese, did
receive its
not investidue covernot the first time the GOP has
gate these alage is bebeen accused of such racist
legations.
cause this is
ainnirgharn
not the first
campaign policies.
asserts that
time the
there have
GOP has
been accused of such racist campaign been similar instances of black voter
purges in Louisiana's 1985 political
policies.
Dayna Cunningham, a lawyer elections and the 1990 North Carowith the NA ACP Legal Defense Fund, lina U.S. Senate races. Subsequently,
conducted a recent study, finding that after charges were filed by the Demothe GOP has a history of voter-sup- cratic National Congress, the GOP
pression tactics. Cunningham alleges has promised to refrain from this type
that the GOP used threatening direct of racist political tactics.
Who should the black community
mailing tactics, in which thousands
of black voters were removed from of New Jersey be scrutinizing for answers? It definitely isn't Ed Rollins or
the active rolls in 10 states.
In the early 1980s, Cunningham Christie Whitman. Blacks have come
said, New Jersey is regarded by many to expect such tactics from politicians
asbeing the first site of the GOP voter- of both the GOP and the Democratic

party, but what of the black clergyman, haven been accused of such a
unforgivable crime. Assuming the
clergymen participated in this scandal, and if their intentions were altruistic and not self-serving, there is
still a woeful problem when their
means justify the ends. Don't these
religious leaders realize they have
become pawns in a vicious paradoxical cycle. First they accept
money from the Democratic party
to get blacks out and voting, and
now they take money from the
GOPs to discourage the black vote.
The black church has proclaimed
itself as the last bastion of hope for
the economic, political, and spiritual salvation of its people. But this
same church wonders why black
children find themselves in the deplorable situation they're in.
What a shame, these prominent
black spiritual leaders, who are calling for an end to the black-on-black
genocide that plagues the inner-cities, also have their sanctified hands
out prostituting themselves and the
black voters that follow them.
As for Governor-elect Whitman,
if she could only realize this problem facing her now is symptomatic
of those greater problems she will
have to address in the future.

Continued from page 1
and cited his ability to work more
directly with Vivian as one of the
reasons for joining The Independent
I respect John Vivian and I value
his opinion, we all want to learn from
him, he knows what he's doing. Not
only that we'll learn what it takes to
make a newspaper run, were learning as much as possible right now,"
Maze said.
Spano who will serve as managing editor of The independent was also
excited about joining The independent.
"Were going to run The Independent much like a corporation or business free of faculty or administrative
constraints," Spano Said.
Spano was also happy about the
opportunity to work with John Vivian
but was quick to point out that
Vivian's role was primarily that of
business manager.
"John will serve primarily as business manager and an advisor but we
make the final decisions," Spano said.
Spano added that it may take some
time before The Independent is able
to cover the number of stories affecting all three campuses as well as the
Winona community.
"We will be limited at first but that
is to be expected. We hope to get a
staff underneath us as soon as possibleas well as our advertising sales,"
said Spano.
McGuire who will serve as Advertising manager for The Independent

was happy to leave Campus Life and
The Independent proved to be a perfect opportunity for her.
"I was informed by Cindy Killion
(Campus Life Publisher) that Campus Life was not a commercial newspaper and that more ads were more
detrimental than beneficial and that
there simply was not enough guidance in the direction of advertising •
for Campus Life," McGuire said
McGuire also felt that not only
was Campus Life no longer helpful to
her but that she was being treated
unfairly by faculty in the Mass Communications Department.
'They tapped me out of my office
without any form of communication.
They banned me and my staff from
the office based on a rumor that I had
attended a meeting for The Independent. I was treated less than human
by the Mass. Comm. Department,"
McGuire said.
Despite McGuire's dissatisfaction
with Campus Life, she is looking forward to working with The Independent by adding, " I want to sell advertising and I want to do it for a profit
and I feel that The Independent will
serve as an exceptional opportunity
for advertisers in the Winona area to
reach the college market.,"
Alex Lloyd, current opinion page
editor for The Independent also expressed some frustration by the way
he and others were treated prior to
leaving Campus Life.
We wereall locked outofourboxes
and computers. We felt we were
being fired. No one gave us any
indication formally. We had to assume we were being fired.
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Ever Get Somebody !Wily Wasted!
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LEFT:

Susie Nunn: A Senior Special Ed./Elementary
Ed. major from Bloomington, Minnesota
MIDDLE:

Nick Lemke: A Senior Mass Comm, Public
Relations major from Lakeville, Minnesota

LEFT:

RIGHT:

Jana Casey: A Senior Mass Comm.,
Advertising major from Glenview, Illinois

Christina Nelson: A Junior Health
Administration major from Botavia, Illinois-

RIGHT:

Bruce Brinkman: A Senior Rhetorical
Studies major from Glencoe, Minnesota

Have I Been Naughty...

TARN

TULAS

ACTIVE

W E A

Or Nice?

Ifyou've been nice, come down to Taran Tulas Midnight
Madness sale this Friday and get 10-20% offstore wide.
If you've been naughty, you can take up to 30%!
52 East Third St. • 454-8660 Downtown Winona
Hours: M-Th. 10-7, Fri. I 0-Midnight!, Sat. 10-6, Sun. Noon-5
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THE NEW BILL CLINTON AUDIO-ANUAATRoNiC ROBOT
is PREMIERING AT DISNEY WORLD__

MY FELLOW AMERicAN5.•.3a/CK:...YoU ELEC:
TED ME LAST YEAR BECAUSE 1 PRormISED
CHANGE...'3CLIcK;...siNcE THEN, I'VE EMBRACED GEORGE BUSH'S NAFTA... AS WELL
AS 14IS POLICY OF TURNING AvgAy DESPER ATE HAITIAN REFuGEES...114/1RRRR

by TOM TOMORROW

I'VE ALSO EMULATED BUSH'S REFUSAL -ro
LINK CHINA'S HUMAN RIGHTS RECORD TO

THEIR TRADE STATUS...atC1C...AND
LATELY I'VE EVEN JOINED “ItY■ IN DECRYING THE MENACE OF THE. LIBERAL
MEDIA

Brian Basham
photo editor

Why so many, B.S. degrees?
Students at Winona State University can probably point to a multitude of reasons for
enrolling in this university. The explanations range from that all-American dream of
graduating from college and thus the ability to command a well paying job, or the idea
of becoming a learned person who is able to contribute better to society.
And this university, like many other institutions, offers a number of areas of study to
accommodate the academic interest of its diverse student population.
But, in today's university settings, there seems to be an inordinate number of
students who choose to explore the many science disciplines offered at various
institutions. Programs like computer science, pre-medicine, and composite engineering -- which upon completion of the mandatory requirements and receiving of the
science degree, offer the college graduate the opportunity for great financial reward.
Unfortunately, many of these students become consumed with the idea of graduating college with that precious B.S. degree, and securing the earning power to chase
the materialistic goals of a well-to-do life-style.
In order to receive the B.S. degree these students become consumed with facts,
facts, facts and formulas, formulas, formulas. Many of them ignore other facets of their
academic development and culturing, like history, art, and politics -- foregoing these
areas to concentrate on the big buck degrees.
Yes, these very bright students could recite Newton's law of gravational attraction
at the drop of a dime, but they wouldn't consider analyzing the ramifications of NAFTA
-- or more close to home, the difficulty the Legislative Affairs Committee is having in
lobbying the state legislature for a new library.
Admittedly so, there are many imperceptible pressures these science students have
to weigh and decide upon. For instance, it's hard to pay back a $30,000 student loan
(a state school) when you answered your egalitarian calling and majored in social
work. And how difficult it is to purchase that $20,000 Ford Mustang on the salary of
an inner-city parochial school English teacher.
But should we scrutinize the students, or is their need to enter into these high-paying
skilled disciplines symptomatic of the society at large that places such a premium on
these occupations?
Yes, there is something inherently wrong with a society which demands such onedimensional college graduate, who refuses to exercise his or her analytical skills in
regards to the arts. In essence, these students are being cheated and misled into
thinking their education has been completed once they've memorized their empirical
formulas and obtained the much coveted B.S. degree.
Unfortunately, Winona State is partially to blame, because this is the type of student
the university is fostering when it bows to the collegiate norms of accentuating its
science programs, while its much neglected liberal arts programs continue to struggle
to stay afloat.
In no way is this a malicious slight of our innovative and groundbreaking science
fields, but it is merely a question society should start to ask. Why are so many students
pursuing Bachelor of Science degrees?
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Letters to the editor
New senator is
incensed with
political apathy
Dear Editor:
As a new member of Student Senate, I am appalled at the lack of student participation in the affairs that
affect all of us. I speak mostly on the
affairs of the Legislative Affairs Committee. With our primary mission
being the acquisition of a new library,
student participation is needed. If I
may quote one famous politician
"You're the boss." Even though most
of us will never be able to use the
library, it is important to take pride in
our school and allow future students
to have the best education they can
have. It will help you in the long run
by improving the quality of the university which means a better reputation for you. I encourage students
with even a slight interest to come by
the senate office and ask how to become involved. Despite a popular
rumor, we don't bite. So come in and
demand to know how you can put
your money to better use. There are
numerous associate senator positions
open on all committees, and the Legislative Affairs committee meets Tuesdays at 6:30 P.M. in conference room
127. Your input is always encouraged even if you only have a suggestion. We are working to make Winona
State University an even better place,
and we need more student input to
do it.

Scott J. Kluver
Freshman Senator
Legislative Affairs Committee

This
spot
needs
your
voice!!
The
Winonan
welcomes
your
letters
about issues
that concern
you. Drop one
off at the
Winonan,
Lower Level
Kryzsko Commons
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Opinion
Impressions from the hypogeum

Goddess of hemp appears The
By DEAN KORDER
columnist

Anta onists

Black clergy, our votes are for sale

No, I'm not a regular user of marijuana, but, because
of the long hair, an interest in music, and my everlasting hazel-red eyes, a lot of people think I do. So
many people, in fact, that I do know where you can score
some dope in Winona, right now!
Well, not right now, because the word is that things
are drying up, but maybe I'm not looking in the right
place. Anyway, Joe
Nabisco says "No
go," and when he
says "No go" things
have got to be pretty
tough because, the
man knows his
weed .
"My old lady and
I get into it once in
awhile. She thinks
that because dope is
illegal that it's bad.
She don't care if it's
no worse for me
than tobacco or
alcohol, she just
knows that I could
be arrested for
smoking it, and so,
she hates the stuff.
But, that's where me
and the old lady are
different. Ya see,"
and his voice gets
low, "she don't understand marijuana."
With this voice, Nabisco goes into his story mode. I
know, because I've heard this voice at least five times
before, and now, as he prepares to tell me about HER
again, I get the same heebeegeebees I've gotten the other
times I sat in this chair, across from him and his
paraphernalia, and watched the trance that comes over
him as he starts to talk of the "goddess of the hemp,"
"the patron of the marijuana harvest," "the queen of the
seed," Ana Uhiram.
Nabisco continues, "I know marijuana. I've been
there. It's more than a plant. It's more than an herb. It's
more than what the government makes it out to be. The
plant has a soul, I know because I've seen it, I've seen
Ana."
"It was back in '77, man, I was sitting in the back of
a friend's car, outside the sewage treatment plant. There
were five of us, and we had all just scored a few grams
of Thai-stick. Now, you have to understand, this was
when Thai-stick was really from Thailand, not the crap
people peddle for Thai nowadays, this was some killer
smoke. Anyway, we each filled a pipe out of our bags,
that was five pipe-fulls between five people, and
afterward we were trippin'. We could not move we
were so fried. We were listening to "Panama Red" by
the New Riders of the Purple Sage, when all of a sudden

we spot headlights coming down the dike road. We
freaked, it could only be the cops.".
"We rolled down our windows and the smoke just
billowed out. We had a minute or two before the car
reached us so, we all shoved our bags deep in our shorts,
and crossed our fingers. It was about then that we noticed
Danny wasn't doing anything. He was just looking out the
window and mumbling to himself.
There was a
woman standing
about three feet
from the car. We all
saw her, but later,
afterwards, we
could only come up
with a few details;
she had dark hair,
she was tall, she had
dark eyes, she was
smiling, and she was
watching us. We
ended up with five
different versions of
the same woman.
But, there was one
thing we all seemed
to notice, around her
neck was a necklace,
and from the necklace hung a large
golden pot leaf."
"We saw her for but a second before the car that was
coming down the road reached us. It was the cops."
"The cop car pulled up the road, made a u-turn, came
right toward us, and then just went back down the road."
"We couldn't believe it. They didn't see us. They didn't
even see us. It didn't seem possible, they had driven right
by us. What in the hell? We all scratched our heads and
tried to come up with some kind of explanation for what
had happened. Then, I'm not sure how long it took, we all
turned our heads, at, it seemed like, the exact same time, in
the direction of the woman we had seen. There was no one
there."
That was the first time I saw her and, since then, I've
seen her several times, and it always seems to be after I
have smoked some dope. A few years ago, after I subscribed to an on-line computer service, I found out that I
wasn't the only one who had seen her. There were thousands of people who had seen her. And, just like in our
case, they don't remember much, but they all remember
the golden pot leaf that hung from her neck. I don't know
where she got the name Ana Uhiram, but that was what
they all referred to her as.

By RANDAL McDOWELL

By PAUL ZUZICK
columnist

news editor

What in the God's name was campaign consultant
Ed Rollins thinking?
Clearly Mr Rollins forgot that you can't let your ego
and your mouth get the best of you, but now that they
have, many a political pundit is hastily scurrying about
to find out just what this admission really means to the
ever present realm of dirty politics here in America.
The sad truth is that Ed Rollins adm ission is nothing
new in America, the only problem is that most political
writers seem to have forgotten that Ed Rollins and
those like him can't buy
black voters.
On the flip side, it is also
easy to forget that Ed Rollins
was themastermind behind
Nancy Reagan's husband's
campaignofliesand deceits.
The same campaign that
didn't suppress the minority vote, but rather, tried to
buy the white middle class
vote.
This time however, Mr.
Rollins seems to have gotten his political strategies
turned around. Why? Because, obviously, himself and
many others believe this sort of nonsense. And that's
exactly what many seemed to be forgetting buy such
an admission. What am I saying, I'm telling you that
there are people out there, including Mr. Rollins, that
honestly believe that you can pay black voters to simply "stay home and watch T.V."
The truth however, is that Ed Rollins is a liar, he in
no way spent $500,000 in "walking around money" to
suppress the black vote, he's too politically smart to
ever try such a hopeless endeavor, but he's not smart
enough to understand that when you make such a
claim, you're coming perilously close to suggesting
that African Americans can again be bought and sold.
In short, Ed Rollins laid claim to something that he
believed more in his heart than in his mind and this is
what so many political followers have overlooked.
The African American community is outraged, and
they should be. Once again a powerful white male has
suggested that. African Americans can be coerced, paid
off, and lied to.
Mr. Rollins did more than screw up, he laid claim to
something that is all too pervasive in the eyes of the
powerful white majority, that he and others have the
power, the brains and the economic clout to suppress
anyone other than themselves.
Ignorance and racism have once again reared there
ugly head!

Ed Rollins, the political strategist for Christine
Whitman's New Jersey gubernatorial run, was quoted
in saying that the Whitman campaign has spent 5500,000
to persuade black ministers to suppress the vote of black
congregational members.
Most likely there was some money, often called
walking around money" used in this campaign. Even
though the Democrats seem disgusted by its use, it
should be known that they utilize this political tactic as
much as the Republicans do,
and with all probability,
used it in this campaign as
well.
Cash payoffs, like the one
allegedly made by the
Whitman campaign team,
are a common part of politics. Joseph Kennedy was
known to pump out mas("D
sive amounts of money to
local communities during
important campaigns. For
example, Kennedy often
passed out large "contributions" to black ministers to urge their congregation
members to vote for the Democratic party.
In 1976, the Associated Press reported: "The Jimmy
Carter campaign gave donations to black ministers who
supported him in the California primary and paid out
other street money that was not properly accounted for,
the Los Angeles Times said in its Sunday editions."
The New York Times also wrote "... the use of subcontractors, or neighborhood loaders, who are given walking around money is an established part of political life
in some cities."
The allegations of these kinds of payoffs by the
Whitman campaign arebased on hear-say, and no proof
of any wrong-doing has surfaced. What if these allegations were true? Would any laws have been broken?
Even if local ministers told their congregation members
not to vote, would that prevent them from walking
down to the local voting booth and casting a vote for
their favorite candidate. Absolutely not. No rights
violations would have occurred as a result of these
alledged actions.
The public should know that both parties arc equally
guilty of this commonly used political practice..
Many agree that although legal, this kind of tactic is
unethical and should be stopped. For this to happen this
bias of the reporting media and the hypocrisy of some
Democrats must end so that a bipartisan solution can be
found.
"

4:3

Forum
Are college weekend binge drinkers alcoholics?

Yes. People could be doing
better things than drinking until
they throw up.

I think people who drink to get
drunk have a problem.

I think a binge drinker has the
start of a drinking problem. They
should do something before it
gets worse.

Yes. The frequency of drinking
may become a problem.

Toria Collins
sophomore education major

Jeff Lyon
sophomore business major

Jackie Lettner
Cultural Diversity Secretary

Jason Hegy
junior broadcasting major

By CAROL HILL
columnist &
BRIAN BASHAM
photo editor

On college campuses everywhere, a popular, socially oriented
activity is the consumption of alcohol. The amount which students partake
in this activity varies from once weekly, to two or three times weekly, or even
more frequently for some. But, do students who partake in this activity have
drinking problems?
Most students initially encounter alcohol through social situations,
first in high school, and then in a much less restricted sense, in college. One
of the most difficult aspects of being a college student is learning the
discipline to make studying a priority over social activities, such as drinking.
Many students just beginning college are faced with a new lifestyle,
free of the rules and restrictions their parents and guardians may have
imposed on them. Unlike in high school, alcohol is easy to obtain in college.
It is easy to use when and how often one desires. The availability of alcoholic
beverages can be overwhelming for some, as this is the first time many will
experience limited parental authority.
Quarter by quarter, new students learn better and better how to
balance their unrestricted experimentation's and academic pressures of
college. This is evident when looking at the typical increase of a students'

No. I don't think people have a
problem unless they can admit
to it themselves
Robyn Stern
senior exercise science/athletic
training major

If you binge eat, it's considered
an eating problem. So if you
binge drink you also have a
problem.
Shena Leonard
sophomore photojournalism
major

College is a period when most people have few restrictions and
serious
obligations
aside from classes and supporting themselves. It is the
This is clearly evident by the numerous keg thing to do, and the last
time to do it so frequently. Upon graduation, one has
parties on the weekends and the mass num- the responsibilities of a career, possibly marriage, and/or a family. College
is popularly seen as the last chance to, "live it up."
bers of students who cram into these college
While for many students, alcohol now plays a socially oriented role,
it can still be irresponsibly used and become a problem, such as in the cases
houses to wait in line for the tap.
of drunk driving. To encourage safe transportation after an evening out,
Student Senate is sponsoring a "Designated Driver, " program. For $1.00, a
card can be purchased which will allow a driver to drink soda all night long
GPA in correlation with their academic year in school.
at Brothers, Bullseye, Bangers, Bubs, Rascals, Mingles and Wellingtons.
However, once the experimentation phase dwindles away and These cards will soon be on sale in the lower hyphen.
students become more experienced with alcohol and other substances,
Although there are some students on campuses who are dependent
alcohol use remains high. It remains prevalent through socializing. Drinking
upon
alcohol,
for the majority it plays only a part in their college lives. But
is the most frequent, non-academic social activity. Because it is a depressant,
four or more years of this is a prime opportunity for any substance to slowly
it relaxes people. This makes it a prime tool for socializing.
develop a more dependent role in one's life. The danger in the use of alcohol
This is clearly evident by the numerous keg parties on the weekduring college as a socialization tool and stress reliever is that it becomes
ends and the mass numbers of students who cram into these college houses habitual.
to wait in line for the tap. It can also be seen by looking at the popular college
Most have reached an equilibrium between alcohol and other
bars during midweek and on the weekends.
aspects of their college lives, whatever that may be for different individuals.
Drinking not only relaxes people in social situations, as it is a However the real test is what kind of a role alcohol will play in people's lives
depressant, but it is also a tool students u;e to leave behind the stress of
following college. Will its role be to deal with the increase in pressures and
academic life. After a hectic week of studying, papers, exams, and a job (for
obligations, or as the social partner from time to time?
some), many use alcohol to wind down.
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Campus life

—

Continued from page 1
fliet of interest.
Vivian said that he is dedicated to
his students and his teaching first.
'The policy of Campus Life publishing students' work was established a long, long time ago. I am not
going to change that policy," Vivian
said.
Many are wondering what this
has done to the Mass Communication department on the whole.
According to most department
members, it hasn't caused any major
problems.
Dennis Pack, department head,
said he hoped that Vivian's new venture is successful.
"Everyone in the department has
the right to go off and start their own
venture. I wish him luck," Pack said.
However, Pack did not wish to
comment on whether or not the department wasexperiencing problems
due to the new paper.
The Independent will be publishing
weekly. But, Campus Life has cut their
dates back to once a month.

"I live with four guys and all of
them have been there since the beginning; they have been extremely
supportive." Maze said.
He continued by saying that most
of his friends have stayed the same
throughout his changes. He also
said that his lifestyle has not changed
drastically since his decision to stop
drinking. Maze still does a lot of the
things he did before but, this time
without alcohol.
"1 still go to bars, but I just do not
drink," Maze said.
His friends have not quit drinking.
"Their habits have not changed,

Campus Life will only be put out six
more times before the end of the
school year.
That is a major change from the
past schedule of around once every
two weeks.
According to Killion, the change
had nothing to do with the new paper.
"The schedule changed because I
want to emphasize quality over qua ntity. I want the students to have time
to thoroughly engage in the writing
process," Killion said.
The current procedure is for both
the Newswriting class and the News
Gathering class to write the majority
of the articles in Campus Life. That has
changed now.
The new policy will be for the
News Gathering class to generate
most of the copy.
"Campus Life is a lab newspaper.
The purpose of it is for the students to
have a vehicle to have their work
published," Killion said.

hand.
A task force is planning on a new
way of registering- by telephone registration. A final proposal is in the
works with a vendor, but a contract
has not been signed. A few questions
need to be answered before it can go
into effect, such as the authenticity of
signatures if not seen face-to-face.
President Krueger's focus is on
the marketing of WSU and the recruitment of new freshman and transfer students. He feels that all available resources should be put into trying to increase enrollment. His goal
is to try and recruit more high quality
freshmen in the 1994-1995 school year.
"The most efficient way of making
targets is retaining students,"said
President Krueger. "When you have
a freshmen class of 1600 and you lose
half, that is not the way to do it."
President Krueger believes that a
tuition increase could solve this alto
cation problem. Otherwise, cuts will
have to be made in the faculty and its
departments.

they do not have problems. If it becomes a problem they should get help.
It is a good thing for an individual to
figure this out on his own." continued Maze.
Maze feels that this happened at a
good time for him because of his
young age.
"I feel lucky that this happened to
me when it did; I did not drink long
enough for it to be that hard. I was a
binge drinker not a daily drinker,"
Maze stated.
He said that drinking became a
burden.
"1 got to a point were I would
wake up and feel guilty. I always felt

like I had done something wrong.
Mazes family was also very sup
portive he said. His mom knew of hi
problem and she was happy when h
quit.
"I owe her a lot," Maze said.
Maze feels that drinking is a prob
lem everywhere, especially in youn
adults.
'There is a lot of drinking b
young people because they think it is
the cool thing to do; they get th
feeling they are doing somethin
wrong," Maze said.
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"Winona's Birthday Bar"

y OR lirliPAY 6ETYOR PEE
/INTO Mk FS /AU THE IA!
IIE SO;YOU NET RINI
"Come Celebrate Your Birthdays With Us!"
Brian Basham/Photo Editor

Jonathan Maze, senior journalism major, is a recovering alcoholic with two years of sobriety under his
belt.

Our goal is to collect enough food so that no one in Winona County will go hungry this winter.
December 1 through 10 in accomplishing this goal.

We ask your help from

4

To give a gift of food, place the items in a bag and deliver to any of our Merchants National Bank locations: Downtown
Winona, Goodview, and St. Charles. You can place them under the lobby Christmas trees or at the Winona Downtown
parking lot drop-off location on Saturday, December 4. Winona State University students may drop food contributions
at the Upper and Lower Hyphen in Kryzsko Commons.

•
•
•
•

,,,c: ti

Peanut Butter
Low Sugar Canned Foods
Low Salt Canned Foods
Canned Fish or Meat

•
•
•
•

Canned Soups
Dry or Canned Milk
Jars of Baby Food
Any Non-Perishable Food

Cash Donations will enable the Food Shelf Staff to purchase

additional food items. Checks can be made payable to "10 Days
of Giving."

5th Annual "10 Days of Giving" is Sponsored by Merchants National Bank on Behalf
of Volunteer Services and Southeast MN Rural Education & Resource Center.
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has warning signs, too.
Wit hdrikval irom social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could he the first
warning signs of a rnental
Illness. tInforhinately. most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which Is tragic. Because
mental Illness can he treated.
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who
get help. gel better.
For a free booklet about
mental illness and ils warning
signs. write to or calls
National A•titO Ilrnhlr Assncintion
rt, 17.7R9•
WanhingIrm,

3()(141

1-800-969-NMHA.

Learn to see the warning signs.
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FEE. THERE,
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A Season to
remember!

Top: Marcus McGee holds his hand up in victory as Winona State
defeated the Northern State Wolves on Homecoming day to stay atop
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference.
Middle left: WSU quarterback Colby Vogt tries to slip away from a
Northern State defender
on Oct. 16 when the Warriors trounced the Wolves.
Middle right: Sophomore
wide receiver Scott
Schmaltz made an
outstanding one-handed
catch to help the Warriors
defeat the University of
Minnesota-Duluth and take
first place in the NSIC.
Photos by Tom Loucks,Josh
Smith, and Brian Basham
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Upper left: Dave Ludy gets a congratulatory hug from Tim Hanson
after Ludy's record breaking touchdown run on Oct. 30.
Upper right: Linebackers Sean Jensen(97), and Nathan Stibolt(11), nose guard
Harold Mathews(78), and defensive tackle Mark Gabriel(63) gang up on
Northern State quarterback Kip Kieso. The Warriors whooped the wolves 42-14.
Middle: Several members of the WSU Warriors football team lifted head coach
Tom Hosier onto their shoulders after the Warriors' 17-15 victory over UM-D to
win their first NSIC title in ten years.
Middle left: Tom Hosier congratulates Jason Young after Youngpinned UM-D
deep in their own territory with a monster punt.
Left: An emotional Tom Hosier hugs one of his injured players after the UM-D
victory.
Below: One of the many highlights of the season. Junior running back Dave Ludy
broke the national record for kibkoff returns for touchdowns. Ludy rambled his
seventh return into the end-zone against UM-D on Saturday Oct.30.
Above right:(top)Head coach Tom Hosier asks junior safety Nate Gruber how
he is doing during the Warriors' single playoff game against Central State of
Ohio. Gruber suffered a concussion in the fourth quarter, and cannot remember
the game.
(bottom) Tom Hosier helps Harold Mathews off of the field after he suffered a
knee injury during the Metrodome Classic.
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Variety
Cardiac Rehabilitation Center receives
donations to purchase new equipment
By CARRIE KOSHIOL
Variety Reporter
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The Cardiac Rehabilitation Center (CRC) in Memorial Hall has received donations that will aid in updating their equipment. The students
and community members that use
the CRC and the director of the center, Randy Miller, appreciated the
donations very much. "We are very
grateful," Miller said. "We really do
need the money."
The CRC is used to rehabilitate
people who have had heart attacks
and/or various heart problems.
Students majoring in cardiac rehabilitation work closely with patients
in monitoring their current heart conditions and their progress.
Cardiac rehabilitation students are
required to work in the lab. It opens
up early in the morning and students
assist the patients in lifting weights,
walking on the treadmill, and riding
the stationary bicycles, work on the
rowing machine, and other various
exercise equipment. There is another
lab located at Community Memorial
Hospital and students also volunteer
their time there.
Junior cardiac rehabilitation major Tricia Casey worked in the lab this
summer. "Basically we sit down with
the patients and ask them how they've
been feeling. If things seem o.k., we
hook them up to the E.K.G. strips and
monitor them," Casey said.
The Winona Knights of Columbus
donated $700 to the CRC on Oct. 6.

This money will was used to purchasea new Monarch Bicycle Ergometer.
The Winona Eagles Club donated
$1000 to the CRC and this money will
also be used for new equipment.
The money was raised by charitable gambling, according to Richard
Zeller, gambling manager for the
Eagles Club. "We are a fraternal organization here in Winona," Zeller
said. "Our purpose is for people to
help other people. One way we do
that is through charitable gambling.
We then make donations to the community out of the money that we
raise."

Our purpose is for people
to help other people. One
way we do that is through
charitable gambling.
Richard Zeller
The American Legion Post #546
also d onated $500 to the CRC recently.
According to Mike McMahon, a
junior cardiac rehabilitation and corporate wellness major, the money is
much needed. 'The equipment that
we have is older, and there is a lot of
new equipment on the market. It
would be really helpful to us, as students, to learn how to use all of the
new equipment."

Photo courtesy of WSU Public Information
The Winona Eagles Club donated $1,000 to the WSU Cardiac Rehabilitation Center to purchase new
equipment for the center. From left to right: Robed Muras, Linda Schneider, John Sweet, Richard Zeller, and
Gary Evans. Also, The Winona Knights of Columbus donated $700, and The American Legion Post #546

Money raised
Winter survival kit
to purchase
Seeing Eye dog could save your life
Nursing Honor Society selling survival kits for cold weather emergencies
successful :search

By JESSICA AD SIT
Variety Editor
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Harland Wilson of Lewiston lost
his sight only months ago, but will
soon be able to have the aid of a
seeing eye dog to help him do many
of the things that you and I take for
granted.
Nicole Pratt, a senior advertising
major, first heard about Wilson from
his sister, Dawn Fabian, who works
with Pratt. Pratt had never met Wilson, but she decided that she wanted
to help raise money to purchase a
Seeing Eye dog.
"Dawn wanted to do something,
but she didn't know how to go about
doing it, " said Pratt. "I wanted to
help."
She organized a benefit in collaboration with the Hot Fish Shop of
Winona to raise money for the purchase of the dog for Wilson. Seeing
Eye dogs are a costly investment due
to the extensive training that is necessary for the dogs. It would cost Wilson around $10,000 to purchase the
dog.
Joseph Coshenct, proprietor of the
Hot Fish Shop agreed to sponsor the
benefit with the help of the WSU
Advertising Federation.
"I involved the Ad. Fed. because I
thought it was a good chance to get
our name out, and it was such a wor-

thy cause," Pratt said.
"A percentage of all monies spent
at the Hot Fish Shop on both food and
drinks was donated to the fund, "
said Marnic Brase, a junior advertising major.
Wilson lost his sight while driving
home from Preston, Minn. on Sept.
29. A police officer saw that Wilson
was in need of help when he suddenly stopped his car, unable to see
anything.
His eyesight had been diminishing gradually due to a retinal disorder that was later found to be unrelated. After three weeks of doctor
examinations at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, the doctors could only diagnose his condition as a rare retinal
problem.
Wilson owned three electronic repair shops that he has now sold and
rented. He has taken up woodworking as a hobby and hopes to be able to
continue with that.
The benefit, which began on Tuesday, Nov. 30, was scheduled to run
until last Sunday, Dec. 5, but at the
time, the benefit had been going so
well that they wanted to continue to
raise money. Coshenct decided to
extend the collection of funds a few
more days until the full amount could
be presented to Wilson.

By PEGGY GENSLER
Variety Reporter

Winter has hit. The temperature is dropping each
and every day, and snow is falling. Soon there will be a
considerable amount of snow on the ground. This is
great news to ice skaters, downhill and cross-country
skiers, and snowmobilcrs.
Unfortunately, icy roads, below zero temperatures,
and snowstorms can cause auto accidents, as well as
severe health problems, including frostbite, and nagging
coughs and colds. If you'regetting the chills just thinking
about it, don't worry. The WSU Kappa Mu Chapter of
Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Honor Society would like to
help you out.
The group is selling winter survival kits. The kits
include 20 essential items to help with a variety of winter
situations and disasters that may occur when you least
expect it. Some of these items include a compass, a
reflector, a mirror, and high-sugar nonperishable foods,
such as Tootsie Rolls.
According to Karen Gardner, a nursing professor,
"The kits will be essential for commuters and people
who are outside during much of the winter."
"I think the kit is a wonderful idea," said sophomore
business major Jan Carter. "I would buy one for my car,
and one to carry with me when I go cross-country
skiing."
The survival kit is on sale in the Nursing Department
office. The cost is $12 for one kit or $20 for two kits. The
proceeds will provide funding for research projects and
nursing scholarships.

See Benefit, page 12

Johnny Clueless rocks its way to success
Four member St:Cloud-based band is gaining popularity in Minneapolis bars as well as Winona's Rascals
By JESSICA ADSIT
Variety Editor

The four member band of Johnny Clueless, after
earning a solid reputation in St. Cloud, has been rousing
audiences all over the Minneapolis area, including
Winona. The St. Cloud-based band has expanded their
exposure from college basement parties to Minneapolis
area bars. They have even been seen playing at
Mississippi Live.
Johnny Clueless has been quickly gaining success
since April of 1992. They were declared St. Cloud's best
unsigned band of 1992, and the group produced an 8
song independent release which gained immediate
attention in Minneapolis. The group has opened for the
Gear Daddies and Trip Shakespeare at the Red Carpet
in Minneapolis. They also played a Green Corps.
benefit last July with Tina and the B-Side Movement,
who will be performing at Rascals tomorrow evening,
Dec. 9.
Dave Hruby, a senior advertising major referred to
Johnny Clueless as, 'The Mozart of our time."
The latest Clueless release features the songs I want

a Girl, Million Years, I'll Stick Up, Stupid Love, Typical
Talk, Grandma's For the Weekend, All Mine, and Do It Over
Here.

Johnny Clueless, a St. Cloud based band, frequents Rascals bar.

Lead Singer and Guitarist Steve Brown, is from St.
Paul, Minn. He only began singing five years ago, but
he has been playing guitar since he was ten years old.
Brown and Eric Guse, drummer, met at St. Cloud
State University about three years ago and formed a
band called Tom Foolery. This is where the two gained
experience playing for college crowds. Much of the
music performed by Johnny Clueless was first played
while Brown and Guse were in the band Tom Foolery.

According to Guse, who is from Anoka, Minn. his
role in the band is "to basically beat things with sticks".
The only female among three men is Stacy Machula,
bass player and back-up vocals. Machula is from Sauk
Rapids, Minn. and has been playing bass since she was
16 -years old. She loves being a part of the popular band.
"Basically, we're being paid really well for drinking
beer and running around having a good time, " Machula
said. "It's a good life."
Lead Guitarist Todd Smith, from Rochester, Minn., is
a self-taught guitar player who began playing when he
was 14 -years old. He sights Eric Clapton and Eddie Van
Halen as his musical influences. "I'm looking at a job I

Basically, we're being paid
really well for drinking beer
and running around having
a good time.
Stacy Machula
love," Smith said. "We're doing 14 hours of work and it
'ust flies by."
The group has frequented Rascals both last year and
this year. Its next performance is Friday, December 10.
There is always a sizeable student crowd when the
group performs. Angie Hagen, a junior elementary
education major, has seen the group a couple times.
"They're a really good solid rock and roll band who
really feeds off the audience well. They take the time to
actually talk to the audience."
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Woman recalls Saigon affair
Marguerite Duras utilizes flashback in her novel, The Lover, to depict the affair of a young girl
By MAREN LONGBELLA
Uterary Critic

The Lover is one of those books that
makes you go "hmmm."
The novel, by Marguerite Duras,
'has a unique structure, so unique that
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it makes you wonder what the purpose is in telling a story in this fashion. The structure is highly fragmented. Plot points are not related in

a linear way. But then again, very few
stories are told linearly. Often flashback plays a big role in novels, as it
does here. Usually flashback is used
sparingly — or at least in such a way
as to reveal big chunks of the narrative at a time. In The Lover, flashback
is a device used in nearly every other
paragraph.
Hmmm.
It is never completely clear where
the narrator is going to plunk down
next. Sometimes she is in the present
tense of the novel, which is 1984 in
Paris. Or German-occupied Paris
during World War II. Or Saigon in
the 1930's. Time and place changes
from paragraph to paragraph, sometimes from one sentence to the next.
The reader is often left trying to catch
up. Fortunately The Lover is a book
and passages can be read and re-read
to discover what exactly is going on.
Or at least some semblance of what's
happening.
So what does happen? The Lover is
about a woman remembering back to
time spent in Saigon when she was a
girl of 15. The woman also remembers other times, like the war, but the
time in Saigon is the primary memory.
She is a girl of 15 who meets a rich
Chinese man and takes him for her
lover — thus the title.
The narrative revolves around

their affair and its futility. In 1930's
Saigon, having an affair with an Asian
was looked down upon — whether
or not that individual had enough
money to buy off prejudice, and from
the Chinese man's perspective, the
futility of the relationship is in the
girl's youth - he could have gone to
prison for sleeping with anyone so
young. Despite these facts of life, the
affair continues with the Chinese
man falling more and more in love
with the girl, and the girl becoming

She is a girl of 15 who
meets a rich Chinese
man and takes him for
her lover.
more and more aware of her future.
She will become a writer, and she
does.
Interwoven are incidents involving the girl's family. The mother is a
widow who runs a school. The eldest
brother is a layabout who steals from
everyone in the household in order to
gamble. He is feared and is referred
to as "killing the family. " The
younger brother is sensitive and has
the girl's undying love. The entire

family is very poor, making the Chinese man's wealth a valuable asset.
Supposedly the affair between the
girl and the Chinese man is based on
money. At least from her perspective.
She cannot acknowledge any feeling
for him, only for his money. To do so
would be a huge social faux pas, but
she does feel for him. Or seems to
arrive at that notion. It is not entirely
clear.

The fragmented structure reinforces the vagueness of her emotional
statusand thedistanceshe must maintain between herself and her lover. In
this way the structure works ad mirably. It also imitates the way things are
remembered. Events recalled aren't
usually remembered in whole pieces.
Other thoughts interfere or are added
to the whole, which is the way Duras
presents her story. In a way, the point
of the story isn't so much the plot but
simply the act of remembering, which
would also explain why the main
characters aren't named.
But this doesn't make for easy
reading. Fortunately The Lover is a
short work about 120 pages — so
the process of reading it isn't terribly
agonizing. Much re-reading is necessary but worthwhile if you're into
reading as an intellectual exercise.
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01' Blue Eyes is back
and better than ever
By BRANDONSCOTT WILLIAMS
Music Critic

Frank Sinatra—"Ducts." The Lady is a Tramp, What Now My Love, I've
Got a Crush on You, Summer Wind, Come Rain or Shine, New York New York,
They Can't Take That Away From Me, You Make Me Feel So Young, Guess I'll Hang
My Tears Out To Dry/ In The Wee Small Hours of The Morning, I've Got The World
On A String, Witchcraft, I've Got You Under My Skin, All The Way/One For My
Baby(And One More For The Road) (45:39) Capitol CDP 077 7 861123

:sty

and with Tony Bennet, New York New York. The timing and the feel for each
other's style could only be acquired after years of working together.
All the songs on the album are standouts in their own right. My personal
favorites include Witchcraft, with Anita Baker, a medley with Carly Simon,
Guess I'll Hang My Tears Out to Dry/ In The Wee Small Hours in the Morning, and
the instrumental contribution from Kenny G, All The Way (One For My Baby
and One For the Road). Probably the most unique pairing on the album should
be a delight for U2 fans. It's Bono and 01' Blue eyes trading verses on Cole
Porter's, I've Got You Under My Skin. It's scary! It's scary because Bono fits
right in without missing a beat, and he sounds perfectly at home with this

01' Blue Eyes is back; and at 77, it sounds like Frank Sinatra hasn't missed
a beat. Not only is this man a living legend in the music world, but with the
release of this album, Duets , he becomes the first recording artist ever to
release albums in seven different decades.
Sinatra is said to be "The greatest singer of American popular music," thus
earning him the name, "the chairman of the board." Well, most of the people

This album features a lot of good artists that
seemed to have altered their sound for
Sinatra, without losing anything in the
transition.
who will probably read this were not alive at the the height of his popularity
in the fifties. His last album, L.A. Is My Lady, was released almost ten years
ago with Quincy Jones. Since then he has concerned himself with live
performances including a recent concert in Rio de Janero that drew 175,000
people, and in 1993 he was scheduled for more than 70 concerts worldwide.
What the chairman does on this album is bridge a huge generation gap.
"How does Sinatra do this?" you might ask. His way, of course.
His way was to round up a group of contemporary artists, who are greats
in their own right and a few old friends. How could he go wrong with the
likes of Barbara Streisand, Julio Iglesias and Liza Minelli just to name a few.
The first duet, which sets the standard for the entire album, was Rodgers
and Hart's, The Lady is a Tramp, with soulful crooner Luther Vandross. The
song shows off a different side of Vandross. He's singing in a light hearted
jazz tempo, which compliments Sinatra's confident singing style.
On the track he does with the Queen of soul, Aretha Franklin, What Now
My Love, Franklin starts out singing lightly over violins. This teases your cars,
because you'll be waiting for her to kick in and start to get down like she
usually does. Not this time, Sinatra steps in and they start swinging like they
had been doing it for years. They both show off some of their be-bop jazz

talent on this one.
Sinatra also teams up with a few old friends, to keep some of his classic
style on the album. He does a song with Minelli, I've Got The World on a String,
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style of music. If U2 breaks up, watch out Frank.
This album features a lot of good artists that seemed to have altered their
sound for Sinatra, without losing anything in the transition. A very good
album, in my opinion, and a great album considering that none of the artists
were in the same studio when they recorded it. That's technology for you. Get
the album because everything Sinatra touches turns to gold.

The Real World hides nothing about
the lives of seven very real roommates
Seven people allow the ups and downs of their everyday lives to be videotaped for MTV
By AMY STERNIG & BRIAN
BASHAM
Television Critics

Need a dose of reality in your life?
Try the Real World on MTV.
As the show states in its opening
sequence, this is the story of seven
people living together under the same
roof and what really happens when
people stop being polite and start
being real.
The preface also explains that these
are real people, not paid actors. This
becomes obvious as the show
progresses.
Each week the show explores some
little, meaningless aspect of the
roommates' pitiful lives. Each of the

roommates involved in the week's
episode have private time in the
"confessional". This is where they are
free to give their own opinions
without any disagreements from the
other roommates.
All of our favorite episodes were
the ones that involved a lot of yelling
and attitude-copping by the roomies.
Most of this went on between John,
the country-boy, and Dominick, the
resident drunk. The two roommates
had completely different values. John
was a Christian boy who did n't drink,
smoke, swear or have sex. Dom had
no values and did all of the above-excessively.
And what about that Beth A.? You
must remember her, she was the
lesbian. What was up with that cute
little shirt that she had on during her

first appearance on the show? For
those of you who don't remember, it
said "I'm not gay, but my girlfriend
is." Bad joke Beth A.
What was going on between Beth
A. and Glen, the lead Carp? He has
his own band and basically he just
laid in bed all day with Beth A. He's
nothing but a leech. His band comes
over all the time and mooches off the
rest of the people in the house. Beth
A. and Glen separated themselves
from the other roommates and just
hung out together. They didn't want
to bother themselves with the trial
problems that the other roommates
were experiencing. Maybe they
should've picked Ed to be their
roommate a fterall.
And now we come to Tami "the
bitch." Just about everyone who

We think that this is a decent
watches this show hates her more
than any other roommate, including portrayal of people's lives. Everyone
us. She forces her opinion down the has lived with, or will at some point
other roommates' throats. She even live with a John, a Dom, a Beth A., a
managed to get one roommate, David,
booted out of the house permanantly.
"...this is the story of
Aaron is your typical surfer-dude,
but with a twist. Aaron is about to seven people living
graduate from UCLA. Not bad for a
beach bum with an attitude. Aaron is together under the
Dom's partner in crime. These two
same roof and what
gang up on everyone else and just rip
really happens when
on them nonstop. Aaron is probably
the most intelligent member of the
people stop being
cast, but he is also extrmely arrogant.
There is also the cat-loving
polite and start being
roommate, Beth S. She is an aspiring
actress and her ability to dramatize is
real."
often recognized. She blows things Glen, a Tami, an Aaron, and a Beth S.
way out of proportion and Sorry folks. Its not very promising,
exaggerates minor situations.

but like they did, you'll live through
it.
It takes a lot of guts to go on
national television and live your life
for six months in front of the camera.
If you missed the past two seasons of
the Real World, watch for another
Real World Marathon like the recent
MTV marathon.
Look for the Real World to air the
new season sometime this year.
They're still accepting applications
for the new season. Interested in
living your life in the eye of the
camera? Go for it, it's free rent and
great exposure if you want people
like us to rip on you. Then again,
what would your mother think of the
real you?!
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Pass the CPA Exam.

What's Going On...
—The WSU Department of Theater and Dance
will present Craig Lucas' "Blue Window," Dec. 911 at 8 p.m, and Dec. 12 at 4 p.m. in the Dorothy
B. Magnus Theatre of the Performing Arts Center.
Tickets may be reserved at the WSU box office.

EY

—The WSU Forensics Team is sponsoring a
winter "Off the Road Again" showcase Dec. 9, at
6 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center Recital Hall.
Admission is $1 and will go towards the Forensics
scholarship fund.
—The WSU international Student Program and
the Cultural Diversity Program will cooperate with
Goodview Elementary School on Friday, Dec 10
to provide a day-long experience for children to
learn about cultures of the world, including those
represented within the United States.

452-2421 920 W 5th

The Advertising Federation did
all of the advertising for the benefit,
including flyers that were posted in
local business establishments.
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Jock Powell is one of the little answers to
the big problems facing every community in
Americo. And because there ore more people than problems, things will get done. All
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Do something good. Feel something real.

Student Loans

Find Out How. Find Out Now.
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KAGE COUNTRY
AUCTION

SAVE ANYWHERE FROM 60% — 75%
ON THESE CERTIFICATES !

BIG CHEESE $ 5 CERTIFICATE
BUB'S BREWING $ 10 CERTIFICATE
BULLSEYE BEER HALL $ 10 CERT.
BURGER KING $ 5 CERTIFICATE
CAMPUS BOOKS ETC. $ 20 CERT.
CHULA VISTA $ 5 AND $ 15 CERT.
CINE 4 $ 5 PASSES
COFFEE MILL LIFT TICKETS
DISCOUNT LIQUORS $5 & $10 CERT. 5th STREET LIQUORS $5 CERT.
GREAT HUNAN $ 6 CERTIFICATE
KWIK TRIP PIZZAS & MOVIE RENTALS
MCDONALDS FOOD CERTIFICATES
PAPA JOHNS $ 10 CERTIFICATE
PIZZA HUT LGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA
PIZZA PRODUCTIONS PIZZA CERT.
PRIME STEAK $ 5 CERTIFICATE
ROCCO'S PIZZA $ 10 CERTIFICATE
ROSES ONLY 1 DOZ. ROSES
SAMMY'S $ 5 AND $ 10 CERT.
SHARP PHOTO $ 10 CERTIFICATES SHORTY'S $ 5 CERTIFICATES
SILVER TAN CERT. FOR TANNING
TACO JOHNS $ 5 CERTIFICATE
TARAN TULAS $ 10 AND $15 CERT. WESTGATE LIQUORS $ 15 WINE CERT.
WHITE TAXI $ 5 CERTIFICATE
WSU SEASON PASSES
...PLUS MANY MORE ! ! !

LISTEN TO THE AUCTION... MON - FRI 12:45pm - 1:30pm
SAT 12:30pm - 1:30pm
KAGE RADIO 1380 AM

THREE SMART
REASONS TO
CONSIDER
THE ARMY:

December 6-17
■
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20% OFF ALL SUPPLIES, CLOTHING, POSTERS AND MORE!
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Stop in anytime between now and the 17th and check out our wide selection of
art supplies, clothing and everything in between all at reduced prices!
Also register to win a free dual cassette stereo, walkman, or clock radio
in our drawing on the 16th. Don't miss out -one of our winners could be you!

M-F 9am - 5pm
S 10am - 4pm
Closed Sundays
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STUDENT LOAN CENTER

This is all that's standing
between you and the answers
you need about student loans.
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Winona, MN
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NORWEST

Register By December 15 & Save $100
Call Today
For a Free Software Demo Disk.
612-337-9090 or 800-328-4444

continued from page 10
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Free Confidential Pregnancy Tests

Three of the Big 6 Accounting Firms use Conviser Duffy
materials exclusively for new hires nationwide.

Benefit

house to house,
getting any food or
clOthes they
would Ove me,
Then I handed it all
ne edy
out to any
ppple in the
neighborhood. 99

Birthright can help.
24 Hour Hot Line

•Award Winning PassMaster Software
•Memory Master Flash Cards
•Pass or Refund Guarantee
•Revised for the New May '94 Exam
•Classes in Winona & 110+ other locations
•Classes Begin Mid-January

—Financial Aid Disbursement is Friday, Dec. 10

"People in Winona have been so
wonderful, " said Pratt. "They arc
still calling and asking how they can
help so we didn't want the benefit to
end."

R

B

Pregnant? Need help?

523 Huff Street
(Next to Papa John's)

Reason 1: We can help you
edge on college expenses
with up to $30,000 from the
Montgomery GI Bill Plus the
Army College Fund...if you qualify.
Reason 2: There are over
50 challenging high-tech specialties
to choose from. Valuable training
in one could lead to a rewarding
and exciting career.
Reason 3: Employers look
for the training and personal qualities of Army alumni. Here's what
just one business leader says:
"Army alums bring to their
job...a wealth of experience that is
readily adjustable to the business
world."
J. Peter Grace
Chairman and
Executive Officer
W.R. Grace and Company
These are just three reasons,
and there are even more. Find
out what they are from your local
Army Recruiter.
gel an

111=11

608- 784-8340
MEM M=11 MIN MIN MN MEN =MI

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE
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Sports
Women undefeated
Fast start important for young team's confidence
By Kevin Bechard

competition was not very strong,
Coach Sheridan was pleased to give
her entire bench time on the floor,
where all but three scored. Sheridan
was also glad to see her team use its
height and depth which led to the
team's victory.
Although the first two minutes of
the game were slow, the Warriors
wasted little time as they went on a
20-0 scoring spree. Field had an impressive first half as she scored 10
points, and finished the game with
17. The halftime score favored WSU
as they were up by 14 points at 40-26.
Four other Warriors also scored
in double digits. Forward Angie
Bohringer scored 15 points, while
center Kelly Jansen and guard Michelle Dedin each put in 13 of their
own. Kate Maxwell was the fourth
Warrior to score in double figures as
she put in 10.
Jansen of the Warriors was strong
on the boards as she pulled down 14
rebounds. WSU also dominated in
this category as they claimed 56 to
the Peacock's 32.
According to Sheridan, one of the
reason's that her team was so successful was because they forced the
Iowa players to hurry their shots.
The Peacocks shot 23-60 from the
field (38%) where the Warriors shot
37-76 for 49%.
The second year head coach of the
Peacocks was also impressed with
how the Warriors played.
"WSU used their height well
against us on the boards, and their
depth was also a key factor to their
success," said Olson.
On November 19-20th, the Warriors took part in their own Invitational at McCown Gymnasium. Colleges included Buena Vista, Viterbo,
Winona State, and Iowa Wesleyan.
Iowa was the Warriors first victim
on Friday night, as WSU won easily,
71-47.
For the first 2:48 of the game, neither team scored as a result of good
rebounding and defense. Although
the score was tied at 12-12, the Warriors quickly snapped ahead as they
put together a run which gave them
a 20-12 lead. Field led WSU on another 6-0 run for a more comfortable

Assistant Sports Editor

Kelly Jensen! flinches as an Upper Iowa defender gets in her face and tries to block her shot. The
lady Warriors beat the Peackocks 93-64.

The women's basketball team of
Winona State University recently
showed why they are picked to finish in the top fiveof the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference. The Warriors used both their d epth and height
in a blow-out win of 81-37 over
Concordia College-Saint Paul last
Friday night.
Although
this
was
a
nonconference game for Winona, the
team continued to improve its record
as they picked up their fourth straight
win on the season. The Warriors are
currently undefeated at 4-0 overall.
Twelve of the 14 players from the
Warrior bench helped to contribute
to the team's scoring.
"I was extremely pleased because
the players off the bench did not
hesitate to make big plays, which
then helped us in the long run," said
second year head coach Terri
Sheridan.
From the game's opening tip-off,
the Warriors dominated both offensively and defensively. Upon entering halftime intermission, WSU had
a comfortable lead at 34-18. They
were still not satisfied as they came
out strong in the second half and
outscored the Comets 47-19.
One of the key reasons that
Concordia fell apart early in the game
and was unable to catch up to its
opponent was 33 turnovers. Angie
Jacox was the lone Comet player to
score in double digits with 10 points.
Sophomore Vickie Field led the
Warriors offensively with a team high
of 24 points. Kelly Jansen, Michelle
Dedin, and Rachel Goehring also
contributed to the win as they each
scored eight points. Jansen and Jennifer Hosting each pulled down six
rebounds. Chris Stienessen aided
her team with nine assists.
The game on Nov. 30th was one to
remember because of the impressive
final score. The Warriors routed
Upper Iowa University by a score of
93-64.
Upon entering the game, the Warriors were at 2-0, while the Peacocks
were winless at 0-3. Because the
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Men suffer three tough losses
By JEFFREY KASPER

Skipping bus ride leads to his release

Tough loss to SDSU

Sports Reporter

lead of 33-20 at the half
The Warriors were given the opportunity to put easy points on the
board. They shot 6-12 (50%) from the
free throw line in the first half. WSU
again outscored Wesleyan in the second half with 40 points to 27. The
Warriors were not only playing
strong offensively, but also defensively as they outrebounded their
opponent 56-43. The Warrior defense also forced Wesleyan to turn
the ball over 47 times.
Amy Klindt of the Tigers led both
squads with 18 points. She also
grabbed seven rebounds. The next
highest scorer of the Tigers had nine
points.
Field again led her team in scoring with 17 points and pulled down
a team high of 10 rebounds. The win
advanced the Warriors to the championship round.
The final game of the WSU Invitational could not have been more dramatic as it went into overtime, where
the Warriors won 80-72 over Viterbo.
Both teams won their earlier game
with ease, and each team expected
the final game to be a close one.
Viterbo defeated Buena Vista on Friday with a 58-44 win.
WSU started the game off slowly
as they quickly fell behind early in
the game, but eventually they took
the lead. The Warriors led 55-45 with
a little over seven minutes remaining
in the game, but the V-Hawks staged
a late rally and climbed within a pair
of points. The score was 64-62,.Warriors, before Lori Prodzinski of the VHawks sank a pair of free throws to
tie the game at 64, sending it into
overtime.
Although the Warriors fell apart
slightly in the second half, they
quickly regrouped in overtime. WSU
went on a 16-8 run to wrap up the
championship game. Jennifer Hosting led the team in scoring in the
extra period as she put in seven
points, while Field added four.
Prodzinski led both teams in
points with 28 and she grabbed five
rebounds. Vickie Field led the Warriors with 19 points and six rebounds.
Jansen scored 18 points and led both
squads in rebounds with nine.

By DAVID BOEHLER

After a miserable five-game road
trip for the Winona State University
men's basketball team, it finally came
' home to play Saint Marys College in
a cross-town matchup that would
prove who holds the upper hand in
the city.
A quick start was the key for the
Warrior men as they jumped to a 110 lead and held off the Cardinals for
a 103-82 win.

Conway leader over SMC
Tim Conway, Winona State's 6foot 8-inch starting center led the
way for the Warriors with 19 points,
making 9 of 12 from the field, and 4
steals to lead the team in both
catagories.
Four other Warriors also scored
in double figures starting with sixthman, Eric Plitzuweit who had 16
points. Damon Scott and Pat Thorsen
each added 15 while Reggie Martin
cameoff the bench to can 13 points in
only 12-minutes of play.
Jason Stella was the leading scorer
for the Cardinals with 14 points,
followed by Rod Huthens with 12.
The Warriors relied heavily on
the three-point play as they put up 29
shots, sinking 15 of them.
The victory was Winona State's
second of the season and brought
their record to 2 wins and 4 losses.
This game marked the first game
played without Donald Jordan, last
season's leading scorer for the
Warriors.
Jordan was released from the team
for "refusing to accept theimpending
suspension for violation of team and
university policy."
Jordan violated policy when he
rode home from UW-River Falls with
his girlfriend instead of riding with
the team, handing him a six-game
- suspension.
WSU's loss of Jordan will
definitely be felt as he was a huge
part of their offense.

Sports Editor

Three days after the big win over
Saint Mary's College, the Warriors
met up with the South Dakota State
Jackrabbits in McCown Gymnasium,
only to lose a heartbreaker 91-88.
Winona State battled back from a
52-41 halftime deficit to come within
2 points with 13 seconds remaining.
But Damon Scott, who ended the
game with 16 points, 6 assists and 3
rebounds, missed an underhand
layup and SDSU held on to win
despite being outscored 47-39 in the
second half.
Ted Conway had an outstanding
game for the Warriors scoring 34
points, 12 rebounds and 5 steals in
the losing effort.
Brad Sowinski also added 13
points for the only other Warrior to
score in double figures.
Winona shot a decent 49% from
the field, making 35 of 71 shots but
SDSU shot 53%, hitting 34 of 64 fieldgoal attempts.
The loss brought the Warriors
record to 2-5, when last season at the
same time they were sitting with a 52 record.

Donald Jord an's rele_ase from the
Wir:ona State University basketball
•::te.4111ih.4 stirred emotions throughout the 'athletic department.
Both athletic director Stephan
lttatre and head coach Les Wothke
*e:that Jordan's recent actions
ck of responsibility led to his
SsaI..)ordan feels cheated, in a
!#.0 . Somewhat simple breakty policy.
fter a tournament at the UniImrsity• of Wisconsin—River Falls
last N9vember 27, Jordan drove
back home .in a car with his girlt.iniversity sports re-.
earn members to drive
•.hoine ekt.the bus unless a request is
approVed by the coach
The news release feAd•i:1'. fo
lows; 'Donald Jordan has been released from the Winona State University men's basketball team resulting from refusing to accept the
impending suspension for violation
of team and university policy."
Basically a sophisticated paragraph,
when translated, telling us the reason for Jordan's dismissal.
Before hand, Jordan asked
Wothke for permission to go with
his girlfriend, but was turned down.
He disobeyed and went with her
anyway.
Jordan's decision was made in a
heat-of-the-moment type setting,
since the Warriors lost the champi
onship game of the tournament.
:

WSU wins 1 of 5 games
On November 19-20, the Warriors
competed in the First Federal/Pepsi
Tip-Of f Tournament at the University
of North Alabama.
UNA whipped WSU in the
opener, 120-95. Jordan led the team
by scoring 33 points, but the Warriors
fell to a 60-35 halftime deficit.
Morehouse College (Atlanta), then
beat Winona, 106-98. WSU was again
down at the midway mark, 63-54,
and also led in scoring by Jordan (20
points).
It took overtime for Livingston
University to defeat WSU, 104-96 on
Nov. 22. Plitzuweit led the offense
with six three-pointers (20 points).
The team had a chance to win the
River Falls Tounament, but fell 96-88
in overtime to the host school.

Felt team ignored him
'1 wasn't happy with losing and

some players were icing me out,"
said Jordan, who went on to explain his term 'icing. —They were
not looking my way when I was
open. I don't look above anybody
soldon't know why they'd do that."
Assistant coach Mark Barn benek
Tom Loucks/WSU Photo Services

Junior Eric Plitzuweit gets his arms tangled in a South Dakota State
player's as he gets off a pass.

Winonan

Wednesday
Dec. 8

The Week Ahead

Athlete of the Week
Vickie Field, Basketball
The sophomore averaged
19 points in the Warriors
first four games.

Men's Basketball
Women's Basketball

.

Thursday
Dec. 9

Friday
Dec. 10

has a hard time accepting that answer, responding. "He led us in
scoring, field goal attempts, and
minutes played, so he had to be

M aybe, maybe not, but that's not
the reason Jordan is contemplating
a move to UW-Green Bay or UWMi lwaukee, both Division schools.
Two days after the incident OC^
corned, Jordan was called into
Wothke's office, where according
to Jordan, Wothke told him hedidn't
stand for that "emotional bull
and told him to come back to see
what the consequences would be.
Jordan says that later that day at
a team meeting, he was singled out
by his coach in front of everybody.
"He told me I was a selfish, selfcentered young man. Not a man, a
young boy and I only think of myself."
Jordan also said Wothke mentioned that this is the same reason
Jordan was fired from his summer
job at Wincraft. Jordan felt this had
no relevance to the team and they
had no business seeing him get put
down in front of the team, leading
him to get up and leave. He questioned why Wothke didn't do this
at the earlier meeting where the two
faced each other one on one
"I was really hurt," admitted Jordan. "I left because I didn't want to
say anything bad."
Wothke saw nothing wrong with
his handling of the situation.
See Jordan, page 15

getting the ball from somebody. -

Saturday
Dec. 11

Sunday
Dec. 12

Monday
Dec. 13

Tuesday
Dec. 14

Concordia-St. P.
Home
7:00

Mount Senario
Home
7:30
UW-Parkside
Home
:0
20

Lewis Univ.
Away
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Football team reaches playoffs
for first time ever, lose 58-7
By JEFFREY KASPER
Sports Reporter

The Metrodome Classic was
indeed a classic on Friday, November
12, as the Winona State University
football team finally finished what it
set out to do all season.
They beat Moorhead State
University for the second time this
season, 23-20, in a game that assured
the Warriors a berth in the NAIA
Division I playoffs for the first time
in school history.
The Warriors jumped out to an
early 10-0 lead with a 41-yard field
goal in the first quarter and a 2-yard
touchdown run by Dave Ludy
midway through the second quarter.
Moorhead responded with a 5yard touchdown run of its own with
23 seconds remaining in the half to
bring MSU within three points at
halftime.
After the half, Ludy proved why
he is an All-American with two third

quarter touchdown runs of 23 and 75
yards to round off the scoring for
WSU.
Ludy single-handedly dismantled
the Moorhead defense, running the
ball 27 times for 195 yards and three
touchdowns to carry WSU to it's
seventh win of the season.
Colby Vogt hit his favorite reciever
Scott Schmaltz 4 times for 111 yards
and completed 3 passes for 30 yards
to Charles Maddox.
Vogt finished with 12 completions
in 26 attempts for 186 yards for the
Warriors.
Soon after the win over Moorhead
State, the Warriors officially received
word that they did indeed make it to
the playoffs and their first opponent
would be Central State University of
Wilberforce, Ohio, the defending
national champions.
It was the 11th straight year for
the Marauders in the playoffs, in
which they compiled two national
championships and a 103-17 record.

Central State was indeed the
strongest team Winona State had seen
all season and maybe ever will see
again as the Marauders whipped
WSU 58-7 at Maxwell Field.
Central State scored at will on
WSU as the Warriors seemed unable
to compete against a Marauder
offensive line which averaged 300
pounds per man.
The Warriors were missing their
best lineman, Harold Mathews due
to injury, but it would have taken
more than him to change the outcome
of the game.
Central State led 31-0 at halftime
and did not let up at all in the second
half, scoring 27 more points.
Winona State did manage one
score on a 15-yard pass form Vogt to
Kieth Lockwood in the fourth quarter
to avoid a shutout.
"I'm dissapointed in the lossbut it
doesn't take anything away from
what these kids accomplished this
season." said coach Tom Hosier on

his team.
Freshman running back Robert
Dotson from Central State was the
offensive player of the game, running
the ball 24 times for 201 yards and a
touchdown.
Marvin Coleman was voted
defensive player of the game with an
interception return for a touchdown
and a punt return for a touchdown.
Ludy led WSU in rushing with 43
yards and Tim Hanson caught 3
passes for 84 yards.
Vogt had a tough day against CSU
defense, completing only 15 of 33
passes for 151 yards and 4
interceptions, in which two were run
back for touchdowns.
Although WSU did get beat out of
the playoffs, there is great optimism
for next year with most of the team
returning, including Ludy, Vogt, and
Nate Gruber.
"We'll be tough again next year "
said Hosier "These guys proved they
can do it."

McGown gym set for new excitement
By DAVID BOEHLER
Sports Editor

Basketball games won't be the
same this year at Winona State
University.
To expand, they will not even be
played on the same floor. The same
recorded music will be replaced with
a student pep band and at halftime of
women's basketball games, fans will
get to throw paper airplanes onto the
floor.
The athletic department hopes to
generate more interest, especially at
women's games, where someone has
the chance to win free tuition for one
quarter. All this for the cost of
admission—two dollars.
"We want to create a sense of
community with the excitement and
entertainment over here," said A.D.
Stephen Juairc.
Starting at halftime of the

December 11 contest, any person who
brings the sports section of the
Winona Daily News will be eligible.
The contestant has to make a paper
airplane in some scientific way so it
will land in the halfcourt circle
(Scientific study is not a requirement
on the recycled paper, but it probably
helps).
If someone is a paper airplane
war hero and lands it in the circle will
qualify for a final fly-off on February
19. If there are no paper pilots out
there, the five closest planes will be
asked to return. The best throw on
the 19th will win the free tuition.
Basketball men, don't feel left out,
it's just that more fans are wanted at
women's games.
"The reason," said Juaire, "is it's
hard to do for everything. We're
trying to target people to the women's
games. People have a tendency not
to support them, so we want to get

Brian Basham/Photo Editor

Several offensive linemen celebrate with Dave Ludy after a long
touchdown run at the NSIC Metrodome Football Classic. The
Warriors beat the Southwest State Dragons 17-15 to receive their first
ever play-off bid.

them there and return on their own."
It's already hard to find a seat at
men'sgames. We'reall satisfied with
the halftime shoot-out contest
anyway. We would like to see,
however, if any player could make
two layups, a free throw, a threepointer, and a half court shot in some
30 seconds.
The new floor that was put in cost
$65,000—all from private funding.
"The current [old I floor was very
hard on the legs, increasing possible
stress related injuries," said Juaire.
The design of the floor was through
feedback of WSU's coaches.
Juaire has received a lot of
feedback on the pep band.
"The pep band is awesome," said
Juairc. "They are fantastic. It was an
immediate improvement in the
atmosphere...I can't tell you how
many people have commented on
the band."
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SPRING BREAK '94
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114C0
JOHN'S.

R0551

TOURS

FROM $369.00
Feb. 25 through March 4
Friday Night Departure

FOR MARE INFORMATION CALL:
LISA AT 454-7845 -- DAVE AT 452-1649
KARIE AT 452-1023
COREY OR BOB AT BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS
1-800-875-4525

Reduced Price from Feb. 25 to March 4
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WINONA MALL

Buy One Item at Regular Price,
Get the Second One FREE!
With This Ad

Not valid with any other coupons or specials, not valid on platter or Express meals.

4- DAY- SALE
DEC. 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th

!MINE SK.ATES

Offer Expires
Dec. 31, 1993

CYCLE & SKI
178 Center St.
Winona, MN
5598 7
452-4228

UP TO 50% OFF

SO ACCESOMS/0-30% OFF
510 CLOTHINgio_600,6 OFF
SNOWP0f105 EURTON, K2, SANTA CkU2
SOS

AND MES

SKIS INCLUDE K2, FISCHEIZ, AND

kossigNot

BIK.E5 STAkTfNq ATt11191
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Join the Residence
Life Team!
The Housing & Residence
Life Office at Winona State
and the Residential College
at Lourdes Hall are
currently seeking
***Resident Assistants***
for the 1994-95 academic
year. Applications are
available at the WSU
Housing Office. All completed applications must be
returned to the Housing
Office by
Thursday, January 6th.
***Striving for Excellence in Community Living and Learning***
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The Winona State University cross
country team ended its campaign
with a 30th place at the NAIA National Championship November 20
in Kenosha, Wisc.
WSU's Kendra Larson placed 50th
with a time of 19:10 in the five-kilometer run and was also named to the
NAIA All-America Academic Team.

All-NSIC, Honorable Mention:
Dennis Hayes, DB
Sean Jensen, LB
Randy LaFaive, OL
Charles Maddox, RB
Scott Schmaltz, WR

VOLLEYBALL

All-NSIC, Honorable Mention:
Amy Ball, S

Larson competes in two
National Championships
Other finishers for the Warriors the event in a time of 17:35. Adams
were: Jessica Sonnek, 191st (20:39);
Cecilia Longoria, 226th (20:58);
Heather Hamilton, 318th (22:59); and
Beth Heidron, 331st (24:01).
On November 22, Larson ran in
the NCAA Division II National
Championships in Riverside, Calif.,
the first WSU runner to ever do so.
Larson took 61st place, crossing
the line in a time of 19:41. Western
State University's Elva Dryer won

All-NSIC, 2nd team:
Brian Marcus, OL
Tim Hanson, WR
John Groh, DL
Jason Becker, LB
Garrick Beale, DB

All-NSIC, 1st team:
Stephanie Rieder, OH

allowed to while Jordan's request
was denied:—

Sports Editor

All-NSIC, 1st team:
Ludy, RB
Gruber, DB
Jeff Gudmundson, DL
Harold Mathews, DL
Chris Haas, OL
Colby Vogt, QB
Jason Young, K

Tom Loucks/WSU Photo Services

from Alabama earlier this year.
Ousley asked beforehand and was

By DAVID BOEHLER

Division II All-Midwest Team:
1st team--Nate Gruber, DB

2nd team Dave Ludy, RB

0910 •:: .i. i':ii'•:::""
•6

ijiiiili.: .f.16'Pi..

Ted IConwayj

Battle for "The Rock"

State University took the team competition.
Larson, a senior, ends her career
with six top-five finishes including a
District 13 title and a third-place finish in the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference championships.

Senior center Ted Conway scrambles for the ball during
the Warriors' big win over St. Mary's College to keep
possession of The Rock.

Spikers end season to top seed
Swept by Moorhead; finish
yeartwo games above .500
By Maggie McCallum
Sports Reporter
The Winona State University volleyball team faced Moorhead State
University in the NAIA District 13
Tournament last November 10.

st r

The fourth seeded Warriors seaTanya Wales of MSU also had
son ended as the No. 1 seeded Drag- seven kills to go with II digs, while
ons swept them in three games-15- WSU's Sue Vaughan topped both
7, 15-9, and 15-8. teams with 12 digs.
Overall, the matchup was one of
The Dragons topped Winona in
strength on both sides. The Dragon's setting as Sara Myskevitz's 31 assists
Carrie Hogg led both teams with 10 totaled Amy Ball's 17.
kills while the Warriors Nicole Heiar
The Warriors ended the season
had eight. Shawnette Vander Wolde with a record of 22-20 overall and 6proved to be a force for the Dragons 6 in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
with seven kills and four blocks. Conference.

versity
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1!
20% off all posters and pictures!!
(free gift bag with rolled posters.)
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FREE TRIPS & MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote the Hottest Spring Break Destinations,
call the nation's leader. InterCampus Programs 1-800-3276013

Nissan Sentra '83
5 Speed: runs great! Very
good for winter! Good gas
mileage! $1500 Call Omar at
453-1734 or leave a message at
453-2043!

BEACH Springbreak Promoter.
Small or large groups. FREE trips
and CASH. Call CMI 1-800-4235264.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World Travel. Summer & Full-Time employment
available. No experience necessary. For more informationa call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5677
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/Holidays/
Fulltime. World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc.
No experience necessary. CALL
602-680-4647, ext. C147.
Earn a free trip, money or both.
We are looking for outstanding
students or organizations to sell
our Spring Break package to
Mazatlan. We are the top selling
Mazatlan company in the five state
area. For more information call
1-800-366-4786.

FOR RENT
1 Female to live with 3. $167/
mo, call Jenny at 457-9730 All
utilities paid.

1 FEMALE TO LIVE WITH 3
OTHERS 2 1/2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. WASHER/DRYER,
$145/MO, PAY NSP, SEMI-FURNISHED. DEC '93 RENT
ALREADY PAID. IMMEDIATE
OPENING CALL 452-3458.

SPRINGBREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/7 nights hotel/free
nightly beer parties/discounts. 1800-366-4786.

Dearest Dr DewI'm not dead, I feel happy, I feel
HAPPPYYY clunk! I'm much
more cheerful because you
knocked me on the head and
opened mine eyes. Thanks-apile!
-Grouch-oh
P.S. Say the secret word and
win $100

HBDSHappy 21st Birthday! 2 days
early, in case I forget on Friday.
HA! In your dreams!
-LJ

Deer JawnMy grammarr iz gudd!! Wanah
go two Lacrawss???
-Crees

Roman1 can't believe Monday night!
Can nothing go my way? I think
we should just forget the rest of
the world and take off to Mazatlan!
What do ya think? Would I win the
best tan contest? NOT! Let's get
together again soon.
-Margaret

Peg, Janice, Trish, BonnieI can't smile withoutyou, I can't
laugh without you...see you Friday!
-Jess

■
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SherriHelen Keller wrestling is "out of
sight"! (get it?)
-Scott
• INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT •

LyssWe have to get together again
sometime soon. How does a
game of bowling sound?
-Dawn

Send messages to yourfriends,
advertise items for sale, or let
everyone know about an
upcoming event! Students just
$.25/fine. Deadline is noon on the
Friday before the next issue.
Please prepay at the Cashiers
Office, Somsen 107.

tier
141 , 1 ern. I erruck. (arrullton. Ga. 3011"

ShortlegsHad a great weekend, even
though we got ZERO sleep! HOLY
COW! UN REAL! What a guy!
"Ya know he reminds me of me at
that age!" "Everybody keeps buying me drinks!" Wanna DANCE?
-Stumblefoot

What's the Perfect Christmas
present for parents? Something
inexpensive, yet valuable! So why
not give the information I'll send
you about getting 4 hours FREE
long-distance and other business
discounts for themselves and clients. Send long SASE to
STANTON BOX 564, NEW HAVEN, CT 06503.

LET THE WINONAN
CLASSIFY YOU!

FOR ( OLLEGE.. SOT 1,0.X \ S!!!
I till Guar:J.1,rd Information
()tilt 1 is r Dollars.

I'm interested in finding people
who play poker for money. All
those who wish to start a weekly
poker night call Andy at 453-0636
and leave you number.

PAY OFF YOUR STUDENT
LOAN FAST! Invest $200
now...have thousands in just 4
years.. Details MLB, 1930 Jackson St Paul, MN 55117.

PERSONALS

LauraI'm indebted to you for all of the
rides to work and the milk. Thanks
again!
-Your Needy
Neighbor

Rupy, Marko, Boob, StaceWill someone tell me what food
is mine? Sorry about the spat with
ya Marko-can we please have a
200+ party soon? To the rest of
my roomies: you guys are great!
-White Boy Roy

Make up to 52,000-S4,000+ per month teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room Sr board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian languages
required! For more information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J5677
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LITTLE CAESARS INTRODUCES...
•

Little Caesars is currently offering "Free Delivery Specials " to campus.
There will be a $1.00 service charge for off campus deliveries on these
specials only.
WINONA
1201 Gilmore Avenue
SMALL WITH CHEESE
PIZZAS & 1 TOPPING*
PLUS FULL ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD

$8.99

BUY ONE CRAZY BREAD
AT REGULAR BREAD
PRICE, GET ONE CRAZY
BREAD FREE
No Free Delivery

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
Expires 12-15-93

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 12-15-93

E

PIZZA! PIZZA !

PLUS
TAX

TWO FOR TWOSDAY

Little Caesars

Little Caesars

FREE DELIVERY

BIG! BIG/ BREAD

MEDIUMWITH CHEES E
PIZZAS & 1 TOPPING*
PLUS FULL ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD

$9.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 12-15-93

Little Caesars

•2

CRAZY BREADS
• 1 SAUCE

2.79

PLUS
TAX

No Free Delivery
Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
Expires 12-15-93

Little Caesars

FREE DELIVERY

2

SMALL
PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 2 TOPPINGS*

$8.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 12-15-93

Little Caesars

FREE DELIVERY
MEDIUM
PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE & 2 TOPPINGS*

$9.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 12-15-93

Little Caesars

PIZZA! PIZZA!

FREE DELIVERY

(in the Winona Mall)

PIZZA! PIZZA!

PIZZA! PIZZA !

452-8752
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